ABSTRACT With the rapid growth of geo-tagged social media data, it has become feasible to explore topics across different areas through text mining and geographical visualization. However, the visual elements of social media data always overlap with each other in the map view, which largely disturbs visual perception of semantic features and their geographical distribution. Thus, it is of great significance to reduce the visual clutter of large-scale social media data, and enhance the visibility of semantic features across local areas. In this paper, we utilize a doc2vec model to transform geo-tagged social media data into high-dimensional vectors, and the semantic correlation can be easily characterized in the dimensionality reduction space. Aiming at the reduction of visual clutter of geographical visualization, a dual-objective blue noise sampling model is proposed to select a subset of social media data, by means of which both the semantic correlation and spatial distribution of large scale social media data are well retained. A rich set of visual designs are implemented enabling users to evaluate the sampled results from multiple perspectives and explore the changes of semantic features across areas, such as heatmap, word cloud and text stream. The effectiveness and validity of the proposed visualization system are further demonstrated through case studies and expert reviews.
I. INTRODUCTION
With a global reach of 500 million tweets transmitted each day, Twitter provides a great deal of information about human life, and gradually becomes a valuable source of large-scale social media data. For example, Twitter does not only allow people to share their opinions and activities, but also contains such information as where and when a user posts the tweets. With the rapid growth of social media data, especially with those valuable information recorded in detail, abundant opportunities are provided for a variety areas of human behavior analysis, ranging from situation awareness [17] ,
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In recent years, with the development of social media, visual analytics of large-scale geo-tagged social media data has been widely studied. For example, in ScatterBlogs2 [17] , task-tailored message filters are provided for users to easily integrate recorded messages of well-understood previous events. Xu et al. [20] proposed a visual analytics system, allowing users to explore spatiotemporal urban topics in large-scale geo-tagged social media data. However, displaying massive geo-tagged social media data can create visual clutters and challenging perceptions, since millions of visual mapping elements greatly overlap with each other in the visualization, making it a difficult task to extract human behaviours and their spatial features. Thus, it remains a challenge to conduct in-depth scale interactive visual analytics of large-scale geo-tagged social media data [22] . A great deal of technologies are investigated to reduce the visual clutters, which can be classified into three categories including filtering, aggregation, and sampling. In the filtering method, dataset can be simplified according to the attribute information of the data items such as topics [10] , timestamps [5] and so on. In light of the distribution of data items in a feature space, aggregation scheme can aggregate the nodes or links into super informative glyphs [11] or bundles [35] to reduce the visual clutters. Different from above methods, sampling is able to quickly inferring patterns and effectively reducing visual clutters in large-scale geo-tagged social media data, by means of which we can choose a subset of data items [42] . Although the mentioned techniques are able to reduce visual clutters of a massive geographical visualization, it is still difficult for them to preserve the semantic correlation and spatial distribution of social media data at the same time. In our previous work, a word2vec model widely used in the field of natural language processing(NLP) is employed to characterize the semantic correlation of OD flows, and a multi-objective blue noise sampling method is designed to select a subset of OD flows in the vectorized space. The spatial distribution and semantic relationship are both retained well in the simplified visualization results, which largely inspires this work to get a visual abstraction of large scale geo-tagged social media data.
In this paper, a doc2vec model is used to construct the semantic correlation of social media data and transform data items into high dimensional vectors. Compared with traditional topic extraction methods, doc2vec model trains social media datasets according to paragraph context information, which is able to capture more detailed semantic features from original large-scale dataset. In order to better visualize the semantic correlation, t-SNE is applied to project high-dimensional vectors into 2D coordinates and a DBSCAN model is further utilized to cluster the coordinates into different semantic features. Then, a dual-objective blue noise sampling model is designed to select a subset of coordinates in the dimensionality reduction space, while the geographical distribution of data items is also integrated to optimize the sampled results iteratively. Also, several visual designs are provided enabling users to evaluate the effectiveness of our sampling model from multiple perspectives. At last, we implement a visualization framework, allowing users to better perceive public sentiment and human behaviors across local areas. Case studies and domain expert interview are further conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness and validity of our framework. The major contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
• Doc2vec model is utilized to train semantic correlation of large scale geo-tagged social media data, and the obtained vectorized representations make it possible to simplify geographical visualization with semantic information taken into consideration.
• A dual-objective blue noise sampling model is proposed to select a subset of social media data items in the dimensionality reduction space, by means of which both spatial distribution and semantic correlation are well retained in the simplified geographical visualization results.
• A set of visual designs are integrated into the visual abstraction framework, enabling users to easily evaluate the effectiveness of sampling model and deeply explore hot topics across different local areas. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work. The datasets, analytics tasks and system overview are introduced in Section 3. The doc2vec model and dual-objective sampling method are detailed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the visual designs and interfaces of the proposed visualization system. Case studies in addition to domain-expert interviews are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 draws our conclusions and gives an outlook on our planned future research.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, related work is divided into three categories including social media data mining, visual abstraction of large scale geographical data and representation learning models.
A. SOCIAL MEDIA DATA MINING Salton and McGill [33] firstly proposed term frequencyinverse document frequency(TF-IDF), to reduce documents of arbitrary length to fixed -length lists of numbers. In latent semantic indexing(LSI) [4] , a singular value decomposition(SVD) method is used to decompose the word-document co-occurrence matrix to obtain feature vectors of a document. Different from LSI, PLSA is a probability-based topic method which is based on a mixture decomposition derived from a latent class model [19] . Blei et al. proposed latent Dirichlet allocation(LDA) [3] , an unsupervised topic model for extracting topics of discrete data such as text corpora. Teh et al. proposed hierarchical dirichlet processes(HDP) [36] in which each data corpus is modeled by an infinite DP mixture model, and the infinite set of mixing clusters is shared among all corpora.
In visualization community, a large number of methods have been proposed to visually present topic evolution [48] - [50] . Havre et al. [32] designed a ThemeRiver visualization to depict temporal changes of thematics with a large volume of documents. TextFlow [7] was developed to help users visually capture the merging and splitting of topics and track the dynamic evolution features over time. Liu et al. [27] proposed a sedimentation-based visualization technique to illustrate topic evolution allowing users to explore hierarchical topic evolution in high-volume text streams. Also, a large amount of techniques focus on geo-tagged social media data visualization. In ScatterBlogs2 [17] , task-tailored message filters are provided for users to easily integrate recorded messages of well-understood previous events. Xu et al. [20] proposed a visual analytics system, allowing users to explore spatio-temporal urban topics. In this work, we also proposed a visualization framework for the abstraction and exploration of large scale geo-tagged social media data.
B. VISUAL ABSTRACTION OF GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
The visual mapping elements are important for geographical visualization such as points or edges. Not only can they guide users to evaluate and compare potentially relevant content, but also they can help users for the exploration of visually hidden content [35] . However, with the increasing amount of dataset, visual clutter usually generates in the geographical visualization, which largely disturbs visual perception of correlation and distribution of data items. Many methods have been proposed to reduce visual clutters of large-scale geographical data visualization, such as aggregation, filtering and sampling. In the aggregation scheme, nodes or edges can be aggregated into super elements to reduce the visual clutter. For example, a motif simplification technique [11] was proposed to help users better understand the complex relationship between entities, in which common patterns of nodes or links will be substituted with super informative glyphs. Wood et al. [41] utilized tag maps to aggregate records by textual attribute into a geographical area so that users are allowed to explore data at different spatial aggregations. The visual clutter can also be reduced by edged bundling. Inspired by road maps, Cui et al. [8] designed a novel edge-clustering framework for general graphs based on control meshes. BiSet [35] was presented in which the algorithmically discovered coordinated relationships were mapped to edge bundles.
Filtering and Sampling schemes are always designed for the simplification of large-scale geographical dataset. In the filtering scheme, dataset can be simplified according to the attribute information of the data items such as topics [10] , timestamps [5] and so on. For example, Cao et al. [30] provided a visual analytic system named Whisper that allows users to obtain interested data items according to the topics, keywords, influences and sentiments for extracting interested information. Keyword based filtering and semantic based filtering are integrated into Twitcident [1] to identify those tweets highly related to incidents. Sampling is another alternative method to simplify the geospatial visualization. In the sampling scheme, we can choose a subset of dataset, while the visual clutter can be largely reduced [22] . For example, Chen et al. [43] proposed a new and versatile variational framework to preserve the original point distributions across different individual classes. Motivated by artistic map, Chen et al. [16] proposed a hierarchical multi-class sampling method, by means of which the visual clutter of multi-class scatterplots can be largely reduced. In order to maintain the statistical spatial distribution of full ensemble, Liu et al. [26] utilized a wrapping function and blue noise sampling to obtain a representative subset in an ensemble of points. Godwin et al. [14] used a Poisson disk sampling method to determine locations from which to draw tweets in the geographical map.
Inspired by the above visual abstraction methods, we proposed a dual-objective sampling model to simplify the visualization of large scale geo-tagged social media data, in which VOLUME 7, 2019 both the spatial distribution and semantic relationship can be well retained.
C. WORD EMBEDDING MODELS
Word embedding is a generic term on behalf of a set of language modeling and feature learning techniques in the field of NLP. One-hot representation transforms the words into a feature vector which has the same length as the size of the vocabulary. Compared with one-hot representations, distributed representation is a compact, dense and low-dimensional representation, in which each dimensional value corresponds to a feature and might have a semantic or grammatical interpretation [37] . Mikolov et al. [28] proposed Word2Vec, for continuous vector representation of words from large corpus.This model has been applied for a number of analytic tasks, such as sentiment analysis [34] , named entity recognition(NER) [21] , machine translation [29] and so on. Also, word embedding can be applied in other fields like bibliometrics and urban traffic. Berger et al. [2] proposed cite2vec to explore the document collections. Node2vec [15] is an algorithmic framework for node and edge prediction tasks, which defines a mapping between original nodes and a set of low-dimensional features. Recently, word2vec has also been applied to quantify the implicit traffic interactions among roads [25] . In our previous work, word2vec model is employed to characterize the semantic correlation of OD flows, and a multi-objective blue noise sampling method is designed to select a subset of OD flows in the vectorized space [44] .
Inspired by traditional word embedding techniques, Le et al. [24] proposed a novel unsupervised model, doc2vec, learning vector representations from variable-length pieces of texts, such as sentences and paragraphs. Lau and Baldwin [23] empirically evaluated the quality of vector representations learned by doc2vec and concluded that doc2vec results performed well enough. In this work, the doc2vec model is utilized to achieve vectorized representations of social media data, and the detailed semantic information is well retained in the simplified result.
III. TASK ANALYSIS AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we firstly describe the real-world datasets used in this paper. Subsequently, we summarize the analytic tasks identified from the interviews of domain experts, and then present the workflow of the proposed visual analytics system.
A. DATA DESCRIPTION
In this paper, a large-scale Twitter data set is utilized to demonstrate the effective ness of our system. We have compiled a Twitter dataset which is collected using Twitter API. The dataset consists of geo-tagged tweets published from October 14, 2018 to October 29, 2018. Nearly three millions tweets are recorded every day and each tweet has a set of attributes such as timestamp, geo-location, tweet message, and user ID. In this work, we focus on the tweets released in the United States. Nearly about 100 thousand tweets are released one day. Considering that short texts will affect modelling results, 40 thousand tweets with more than five words in length are extracted which are still a large scale datasets. When the tweets are drawn on the geographical map, the visual elements such as circular points overlap each other which largely disturb the visual perception of spatial distribution and semantic correlation of social media data.
B. TASK ANALYSIS
Based on the discussion with two domain experts, a list of analytical tasks are identified aiming at visual abstraction and exploration of large-scale geo-tagged social media data.
T.1 Visual representation of social media data Social media datasets are always recorded through massive short texts. However, traditional text mining methods usually suffer from the sparsity and unstructured nature for social media data analysis. How to effectively convert geo-tagged social media data into feature representations, while the semantic correlation among data items can be well represented? How to quantify the semantic relationship of different social media data items? How to visualize the distributed representations of social media data and identify semantic features of interest in a vectorized space?
T.2 Visual abstraction of social media data With the increasing size of geo-tagged social media data, a large amount of visual mapping elements easily overlap with each other. How to design a visual abstraction method to eliminate the visual clutter caused by a high spatial density of visual mapping elements, in which the semantic correlation and geospatial distribution of original data items can be well retained? How to interactively achieve semantic features and spatial distribution based on the simplified results?
T.3 Visual evaluation of simplified results Detailed information is inevitably lost in the sampled result. How to evaluate the effectiveness of sampled results from different perspectives including semantic topics, temporal changes and spatial distribution? How to visually present the difference between geographical visualizations before and after sampling to support users further understand visual abstraction results?
T.4 Visual exploration of local-area topics Geo-tagged social media data is of great importance for the exploration of semantic features across different local areas. How to design a novel visualization framework enabling users to easily capture human behaviours? Are the sampled results helpful enough for the identification of geographical patterns of semantic topics? How to design a visual interface supporting users to explore semantic features within local areas of interest?
C. SYSTEM OVERVIEW Figure 2 presents an overview of the proposed visualization system. After a series of preprocessing operations, geo-tagged Twitter dataset full of semantic meanings are loaded into the system. A doc2vec model is conducted to transform the tweets into high-dimensional vectors, FIGURE 2. The pipeline of our system, which is comprised of data modelling, vectorized representation, dual-objective sampling and visual exploration.
and t-SNE in combination with DBSCAN are further used to present and extract the semantic correlation of tweets(T.1). In the dimensionality reduction space, a dual-objective blue noise sampling model is proposed to extract a subset of representative tweets which are able to retain both the spatial distribution and the semantic relationship of original dataset(T.2).
In order to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed visual abstraction scheme, several visual designs are provided including word cloud, text stream and heatmap, to evaluate the sampled results from different perspectives such as semantic topics, temporal changes and spatial distribution(T.3). Also, a rich set of interactions are integrated into the visualization framework for users to get deeper insights into social behaviors across different local areas from the large scale geo-tagged social media data(T.4).
IV. VISUAL ABSTRACTION OF MASSIVE TWEETS A. SOCIAL MEDIA DATA REPRESENTATION
In order to extract semantic correlation of tweets, a representation learning model is utilized to embed tweets into a vector space.
1) DOC2VEC MODEL
A doc2vec model is applied to learn the semantic relationship of tweets. Since the representation learning model is easily interfered by multiple derivations of a word, a Lancaster Stemming model [31] is firstly used to extract word stems. Each tweet is defined as a sentence vector consisting of word stems and tweet id, which can be expressed as shown in Equation (1) .
where T is the length of a sentence. Then, the corpus is generated with a sequence of sentences as shown in Equation (2) .
where N is the account of tweets. Doc2vec model is applied to train the generated corpus D [24] . There are two options provided for the training of sentence vectors. One is the Distributed Memory(DM) in which the concatenation or average of the sentence vector with a context of several words is used to predict the next word. The other is a distributed bag of words model(DBOW) which predicts the words based on the paragraph. In other words, DM considers the order of the words different from DBOW. In fact, the two models are algorithmically similar while the difference is that DBOW performs better for limited scale of training data while DM is suitable for a large scale data. As mentioned that the amount of tweets is so large that DM model is suitable for the training of tweets in this work. The model is to maximize the average log probability:
where T is the size of a text window.
is a corresponding contextual word given words and sentence, which is computed as:
where y i is un-normalized log-probability for each word and corresponding sentence containing this word, computed as:
where U and b are the softmax parameters, and h is constructed by a concatenation of word and paragraph vectors extracted from W and D. Given the model parameters [23] , the representations of sentences will be obtained when the training converges. Therefore, if sentences have similar semantics, the trained vectors will be probably similar to each other. VOLUME 7, 2019 2) DIMENSION REDUCTION
By means of doc2vec model, the sentences are depicted with high-dimensional semantic vectors. However, it is relatively difficult to directly sample them from original high-dimensional space with traditional sampling strategies [39] . The representation of the tweet is depicted as a vector with more than 200 dimensions in the doc2vec model, which makes it difficult for users to intuitively understand the semantic features. Maaten and Hinton [9] provided a dimension reduction method, named t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding(t-SNE), to reduce the dimensionality of highdimensional vectors. t-SNE is able to capture local structures, meanwhile reveal global structures of the dataset [40] . The distance between two coordinates largely measures their correlation in the original high-dimensional space. That is those points located nearby each other share similar semantics [51] - [53] . Thus, we can sample tweets in the two-dimensional semantic space, and the semantic correlation will be largely preserved. Figure 1f presents the dimensionality reduction result in which tweets are depicted with points. A rich set of semantic features can be visually perceived based on point distribution in the two-dimensional space.
3) SEMANTIC EXTRACTION
In order to further represent and extract semantic features in the vecorized space, a DBSCAN model [13] is utilized to classify coordinates into meaningful categories. Compared with other unsupervised clustering method such as K-means [18] , DBRS [38] and GMM [12] , DBSCAN depends on a density-based notion of clusters, which can extract clusters of arbitrary shape. In DBSCAN, points are clustered when the density values are higher than a threshold specified by the user, while other points with lower density values will be considered as noise points and filtered. Based on the coordinates in the 2D vectorized space obtained by means of t-SNE, Figure 1f presents the clustering results based on nearly 35,000 points in total. Clusters are shaded in different colours enabling users to easily capture semantic features of interest. Of course, the users are allowed to tune the number of clusters by defining a threshold manually.
B. DUAL-OBJECTIVE BLUE NOISE SAMPLING
In the above section, we use a doc2vec model to transform tweets into high-dimensional vectors and use t-SNE algorithm to project them into a two-dimensional space for representing the semantic correlation of large-scale geo-tagged social media data. In order to reduce the size of large scale social media data, we adopt a dual-objective blue noise sampling scheme to select a subset of original data in the vectorized space, and optimize the sampled tweets aiming at the preservation of the sematic correlation and spatial distribution. Given the coordinates representing the semantic correlation of original tweets in the vectorized space, a commonly-used blue noise sampling model is utilized to reduce the size of large scale social media data. In the course of sampling, generated Poisson disks should satisfy the minimal distance property(the distance between any two disk centres should be larger than the sampling radius). If current generated disk conflicts with any previous sampled disk then it will be rejected [14] . This process is repeated until all points are covered by sampled Poisson disks. In order to further preserve distribution of original data items, kernel density estimation (KDE) is applied to estimate density distribution of coordinates:
where P = {p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p m } is a sequence of data points. K h represents a Gaussian kernel function and h depicts its bandwidth, which controls the smoothing degree of the reconstructed density field. Then, r a f (p) is employed to get the disk radius of sampling points, r a is the sampling rate which users can adjust it to meet their requirement.
An adaptive blue noise sampling model is conducted in the vectorized space, which will largely preserve the semantic correlation of tweets. However, the spatial distribution of tweets would not correspond to their semantic distribution. That is the simplified results sampled from the vectorized space might lead to non-uniform distribution of tweets in the geographical space. Therefore, we define a dual-objective scheme, in which the sampled points can be replaced with those revealing the spatial distribution better. In order to quantify the spatial distribution of sampled tweets, we divide the geographical map into a set of local cells by means of a commonly-used adaptive quad-tree method, and a difference expression is defined to measure the maintenance of spatial distribution:
where T is the number of cells, each of which population size is small than our given threshold. P i depicts the original portion of tweets distributed in the local area of cell i, while p i depicts the portion of sampled tweets in the corresponding local region. We manually adjust the number of cells T to obtain the best sampling results. According to the objective function presented above(7), we aim to keep the proportion of tweets between regions as consistent as possible with the proportion before sampling, so that the geographical distribution will be well retained.
In the course of dual-objective blue noise sampling, the visited point in a Poisson disk will be replaced with an optional point, since the D optional is smaller than D visited . That is to say the optional point preserves the original spatial distribution compared to the visited point. Therefore, D will be smaller and smaller with many times of iterative resampling operations, making the sampled tweets close to original spatial distribution. Given above mentioned methods, a dual-objective sampling model is able to reduce the visual clutter of large scale geo-tagged social media data, preserving the semantic correlation and spatial distribution of original dataset.
V. VISUAL INTERFACE
The visual interface of our system is presented in Figure 1 , which is comprised of four major components, such as a geographical map view, a doc2vec view for the representation of semantic correlation and a set of comparison views for the evaluation of the visual abstraction of large-scale geo-tagged social media data.
A. MAP VIEW
In the Map View, each tweet is visualized as a dot with the position decided according to geo-tags as shown in Figure 1d . To better perceive the spatial distribution of tweets, a heatmap is applied with a color mapping from green to red, to encode the density of tweets. The redder the color is, the larger the density is. Besides, when users select a region of interest, an annular glyph named topic wheel will be displayed over the region to support the exploration of the topic distribution over there. As shown in Figure 1d , the topic wheel is composed of a set of sector-rings of different colors, each of which corresponds to a cluster in the doc2vec view. The angle of each sector-ring encodes the proportion of tweets on the corresponding cluster in the region. As shown in Figure 1e and 1f, the doc2vec view and the text stream view will update accordingly while the users draws a topic wheel on the map. The high-frequency words in entire tweets in the region will also be displayed in the word cloud view. Thus users can search a keyword in the twitter view to obtain original tweet information.
B. DOC2VEC VIEW
In the doc2vec view, each point corresponds to a tweet in the map view, which is colored according to categories obtained by means of DBSCAN, as shown in Figure 1f . The distance of points indicates the semantic correlation among these tweets. The selection of single point, single cluster and local region are all provided to explore the semantic content at different scale. For example, when users select a point, the detailed content of tweets will be displayed in the twitter view. Similarly, if many points in a local region or in one cluster are selected, the corresponding tweets will also be displayed in the twitter view. Meanwhile, these tweets in the map view will be highlighted to support the exploration of their spatial distribution. In addition, users can explore keywords of tweets through the word cloud view.
C. WORD CLOUD VIEW
If a group of tweets are selected by a variety of operations, such as sampling or topic wheel, a word cloud view is designed to show corresponding keywords. The size of each word increases with the frequency of occurrence. To support the comparison of semantic changes before and after sampling, a color mapping is defined in this view as shown in Figure 5c and 5d. For example, red color represents the increase of word frequency while green represents the decrease. The colour depth encodes the degree of changes. Moreover, a black color appears after users click the button named before sampling and it means the words disappear in the sampled result. Conversely, a grey colour appears after users click the button named after sampling and it means the appearance of some words. The red and green color both appear in such two situations.
D. TEXT STREAM VIEW
A text stream view is designed to present the temporal changes of the number of tweets on a cluster. Three buttons named ''origin'', ''sample'' and ''difference'' are provided for users to explore the topic evolution over time with different tasks. For example, the trend evolution of all tweets of different clusters is displayed when users click the ''origin'' button as shown in Figure 6a . A stream relevant to a cluster will be highlighted if it is selected. Similarly, the ''sample'' button is used to display temporal evolution of clusters for sampled tweets. In addition, the ''difference'' button focuses on the comparison of temporal changes for a single cluster before and after sampling. When users click a stream relevant to a cluster of interest, it is vertically split into two streams. The top and bottom parts respectively represent the temporal changes of the number of tweets before and after sampling.
VI. EVALUATION
In order to support an interactive exploration of social media data, a web-based system is implemented using JavaScript in this paper. A set of complex data modeling operations are conducted in an offline preprocessing stage, such as doc2vec, t-SNE and DBSCAN. The effectiveness of our system is further demonstrated through case studies based on real world datasets and interviews with domain experts. The disadvantages of the proposed method are also discussed in this section.
A. CASE STUDY
A set of case studies are conducted in this section to demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of our abstraction system.
Case1 Semantic Correlation Exploration:
In order to explore the semantic difference varying with the distributions of tweets in the doc2vec view, a region of interest is selected and highlighted as shown in Figure 3a . The topic in this region can be specified in the word cloud view as shown in Figure 3c . The original tweets are further presented synchronously in the twitter view where tweets present the evident semantics such as ''Click the player you think deserves the Heisman House vote ''. It largely corresponds to the keywords such as ''heisman'', ''player'', ''ballet'' and ''vote'' in the word cloud. Similarly, when another region of interest is specified in a doc2vec view as shown in Figure 3b , the topic and the original tweets are also highlighted. Generally, we can see that high-frequency words such as ''traffic'', ''delay'' and ''blocked'' are clearly shown in Figure 3d . The specific semantics is about the city traffics and the relevant comments. Therefore, we conclude that these tweets with similar semantics will be clustered together in the doc2vec view. It can be found that the distribution of tweets in the doc2vec view is consistent with their semantic features. According to the prior knowledge, similar tweets would share similar semantic context. Therefore, the results prove the validity of doc2vec model in the semantic representation of tweets to a great extent.
Case2 Dual-Objective Sampling:
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed dual-objective blue noise sampling, we compare the simplified results at different sampling rates. Figure 4a presents the geographical map with original tweets and Figure 4b presents the geographical map at a sampling rate of 30%. The spatial distribution of tweets in the two figures are similar enough, especially in those urban areas such as New York, Detroit, and Houston, despite that a large amount of tweets are filtered out in the Figure 4b . It implies that the spatial distribution of tweets is well retained during the course of dual-objective sampling. Figure 4c and Figure 4d present the corresponding word cloud results of the red cluster as shown in Figure 3b . It can be found that the high-frequency words such as ''traffic'' and ''delay'' still dominate in the sampled results. The semantic correlation of tweets is highly preserved by the proposed sampling strategy. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed dual-objective blue noise sampling method can retain the spatial distribution of the original data, and the semantic correlation of tweets is also retained in the simplified results.
Case3 Evaluation of Sampled Results:
In order to further demonstrate the validity of the proposed sampling model, we compare the sampled results in different views. Figure 5b and Figure 5d present the heatmap and the word cloud of tweets after sampling. It can be seen that high-frequency words are well retained in Figure 5c and Figure 5d , despite that the frequency of words changes greatly. In addition, we find that some words disappear while some words appear. Different from quadtree map, heatmap better describes the spatial distribution of data as shown in Figure 5a and Figure 5b . Compared with Figure 5a , the spatial distribution of sampled tweets is retained as shown in Figure 5b . To examine whether the temporal information is influenced in the sampled results, we observe the text stream carefully to evaluate the changes of sampled results over time. Figure 6a presents a text stream of original tweets while Figure 6c presents a text stream at a sampling rate of 10%. We find that the number of tweets of different clusters has the same changing trend as shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6b , which can be further verified by Figure 6b . In addition, the evolution of the number of tweets on a cluster before and after sampling is shown in Figure 6d . We can see that the changes of the number of tweets are also similar to the global changes. The above results show that our sampling algorithm can preserve the temporal information of the original data, though we do not consider it in the sampling course. Based on the measurements and visualizations from different perspectives, we can easily evaluate the effectiveness of our method. 
Case4 Interactive Topic Wheel:
In our system, a topic wheel is designed to focus on local areas of interest, enabling users to quickly capture the social behavior across different areas. When a user decides to explore human online behaviors in a local area, he selects an appropriate sampling rate and specifies the center and radius of topic wheel to locate the area, then a topic wheel is immediately presented on the geographical map. Correspondingly, the word cloud view presents high-frequency words of the specified local area. According to the topic distribution arranged on the topic wheel as shown in Figure 7a , he finds that people in New York mainly talks about three topics. Also, he observes that the corresponding semantics is related to ''trump'', ''game'' and ''traffic'' as shown in Figure 7b . In addition, the propotion of tweets on the green topic up to 50% when the user creates a topic wheel on eastern Mississippi River as shown in Figure 7c . He observes several high-frequency words in the cloud word, such as ''Heisman'', ''ballot'', as shown in the Figure 7d . By analyzing these words and their original tweets, the user can find that the specific semantics is as follows: ''Click the player you think deserves the Heisman House vote''. The above two facts are quite identical to the visual exploration results of the user, which further demonstrates the effectiveness of the design of topic wheel.
B. EXPERT INTERVIEW
The feedback of the domain experts is collected based on oneon-one interviews, which is summarized as follows:
Visual Design and Interactions: The experts confirmed that the proposed visual abstraction system was well designed and the interface was quite user-friendly. By means of representation learning model, massive tweets can be transformed into vectorized representations, and subsequently a dual-objective sampling model is conducted to simplify the visual exploration of large-scale social media data. Moreover, a user-friendly topic wheel was designed to largely enhance the readability of simplified visualization and help users perceive the topic distribution of different areas. The first expert commended that '' With the increasing size of social media data, it is difficult to extract valuable information from original geographical visualization. This system is able to transform the tweets into points, the difference among which largely represent semantics of tweets. Also, the semantics of tweets can be better represented in the doc2vec view, which largely enhances the effectiveness of the proposed semantic sampling strategy.'' Usability and Improvements: The second expert also admired the topic wheel tool. He said that it can quickly help users focus on the topic distribution in local areas of interest. They both thought that our system was meaningful for visual abstraction and exploration of large-scale geotagged social media data. In addition, they also put forward some valuable suggestions for our system. The first expert mentioned that ''It is still difficult enough to understand the significance of vectorized representations. The embedding points represent similar sentences while the semantics is far away from each other.'' The second expert mentioned that ''The dual-objective sampling method is able to reduce visual clutters of map with internal features, such as spatial distribution and semantic correlation. However, social media data usually contains temporal information. How to introduce temporal information into sampling strategy to help users analyze temporal patterns of topics is still an interesting topic for further study.
C. DISCUSSION
There are still some issues not well resolved in this paper, which will be addressed in the future work. First, a representation learning model doc2vec is applied to characterize the semantic correlation of tweets, and a t-SNE method is employed to visualize the tweets with high dimensional vectors. The semantic correlation of tweets can be visually achieved and highlighted through user-friendly interfaces. However, there are still important information lost in the course of dimensionality reduction, although t-SNE method is able to highlight those similar data items. In the future work, we will try to conduct an efficient sampling model in the original high-dimensional vectorzied space, by means of which little error will generate to disturb the visual abstraction of large scale social media data. Second, a dual-objective sampling model is defined to reduce the size of tweets. There are still some available attributes of dataset are not considered in our system such as temporal information. In the future work, a multi-objective sampling method would be established to achieve the optimal sampling with the time attribute taken into consideration. Third, we quantify the spatial distribution by means of an adaptive quad-tree method which cannot better correspond to the spatial distribution of tweets, especially when the tweets are disorderly distributed. In the future work, a set of adaptive spatial models will be tried to accurately measure the spatial distribution of social media data, which will better preserve the spatial information and enhance the validity of the proposed dual-objective sampling model.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a representation learning model doc2vec is employed to represent geo-tagged social media data with high-dimensional vectors and the semantic correlation is well retained. Then, a dual-objective blue noise sampling method is proposed to reduce the size of social media data, retaining the semantic correlation and spatial distribution of original dataset. Furthermore, topic wheel is designed to focus on local areas of interest on the geographical map. In order to further evaluate the sampled result from different perspectives including semantic topics, temporal changes and spatial distribution, a set of visual designs are integrated into the proposed visual abstraction framework such as word cloud, text stream and heatmap. Case studies based on real-world datasets and interviews with domain experts have demonstrated the effectiveness of our system in simplifying the geographical visualization of large scale geo-tagged social media data and exploring the social behaviors across different local areas. 
